Abstract-Robust visual tracking for long video sequences is a research area that has many important applications. The main challenges include how the target image can be modeled and how this model can be updated. In this paper, we model the target using a covariance descriptor, as this descriptor is robust to problems such as pixel-pixel misalignment, pose and illumination changes, that commonly occur in visual tracking. We model the changes in the template using a generative process. We introduce a new dynamical model for the template update using a random walk on the Riemannian manifold where the covariance descriptors lie in. This is done using log-transformed space of the manifold to free the constraints imposed inherently by positive semidefinite matrices. Modeling template variations and poses kinetics together in the state space enables us to jointly quantify the uncertainties relating to the kinematic states and the template in a principled way. Finally, the sequential inference of the posterior distribution of the kinematic states and the template is done using a particle filter. Our results shows that this principled approach can be robust to changes in illumination, poses and spatial affine transformation. In the experiments, our method outperformed the current state-of-the-art algorithm -the incremental Principal Component Analysis method [34] , particularly when a target underwent fast poses changes and also maintained a comparable performance in stable target tracking cases.
poses and image illumination. The second approach 23 is to employ a complete set of possible target mod- However, this requires learning of the target model 26 in advance and can hardly be scalable. Finally, the 27 last approach is to update the template gradually 28 as it evolves. Note that in this paper, we loosely 29 use the term template for target representation, and 30 do not strictly limit to the image patches. ture, namely template alignment [23] , Online Expec-62 tation and Maximization (EM) [19] , and incremental 63 subspace method [34] . Here, we briefly survey these 64 three algorithms.
65
In template alignment method, [23] gradually drift the template in the presence of more 90 stable background pixels.
91
The third algorithm is to represent the target in 92 its eigenspace, proposed by [34] Figure 2 . One can see 123 that from frames #600 to #636, the eigenbases are not 124 representative anymore and the tracker loses track of 125 the target. In this section, we explain the motivation of using co-185 variance descriptor and its operation on Riemannian 186 manifold.
187

Covariance Descriptor
188
A covariance descriptor is defined as follows:
where f is a feature vector,f =
the mean of the feature vector over N pixels in the 192 target region. In this paper, we use the following 9-193 dimensional feature vector:
They are x, y coordinates, pixel intensity, x, y direc-198 tional intensity gradients, gradient magnitude and 199 angle, and second order gradients respectively. w 200 denotes that these features are extracted after warping 201 image patches to a standard size.
202
Since its proposed use in human detection [40] , 203 covariance descriptor has gained popularity for many 204 applications, such as face recognition [26] , license 205 plate detection [30] , and tracking [31] , [45] . Some main 206 advantages of choosing the covariance descriptor [42] 207 to model the template include its lower dimensional-208 ity of
, compared 209 to its number of target pixels (32 × 32 = 1024 in this 210 paper), its ability to fuse multiple possibly correlated 211 features, and its robustness to match targets in differ-212 ent views and poses.
213
By its definition, covariance matrix is clearly a posi-214 tive semi-definite matrix, which lies on a Riemannian 215 manifold. We will now briefly explain some basic 216 operations on the Riemannian manifold. Riemannian manifold ations can be applied to it. The Riemannian metric:
225 226 The exponential map exp Ci : T Ci M → M, takes a 227 tangent vector at point C i and maps to another point
The inverse of the exponential map is the logarithm 232 map, which takes a starting point C i and destination
233
C j , maps to the tangent vector y at point C i .
Finally, the distance between two covariance matrices 237 C i and C j is given as:
239 240 where λ k (C i , C j ) are the generalized eigenvalues of In this section, we use a standard Bayesian framework
279
[33] to formulate tracking of both template and kinet-280 ics as follows: are propagated from time t − 1 to t through a dynam-
298
ical model P (s t , C t |s t−1 , C t−1 ) . P (s t , C t |s t−1 , C t−1 ) = P (s t |s t−1 )P (C t |C t−1 ), (11)
314
C t = exp Ct−1 (n t ). n t ∈ T Ci M is a random process on the tangent plane 322 of manifold M. An example of this could be the 323 Brownian motion process as described by [17] . In this 324 paper, we choose to model the template dynamical 325 model in log-transformed space of the manifold as 326 follows:
328
where w t is simply a random symmetric matrices and 332
and it is one-to 336 one mapping. As such, the generated samples of C t 337 is always a positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix. This 338 frees the inherent constraints of positive eigenvalues 339 in a PSD matrix. This distribution may be considered 340 as a log-normal distribution of the PSD matrices as 341 defined in [36] .
Generalized Eigenvalues:
In this paper, for d = 9, w t 's eigenvalues λ 1 (w t ) ≥ 348 λ 2 (w t ) ≥ ... ≥ λ 9 (w t ) can be bounded according 349 to [47] , assuming the entries of the noise matrix are 350 bounded by [a, b], i.e. a ≤ w t (i, j) ≤ b: 
Observation Model
360
The observation model P (z t |C t , s t ) measures the like- values, it is modeled as follows: 2) Propagation. Each particle is propagated accord-389 ing to the propagation model in Eqns. (12) and 390 (14) . Both kinetic variables and template are 391 generated through these random processes.
392
3) Measure the likelihood. At each particle i, the 393 covariance descriptor C * t (i) extracted is com-394 pared to its corresponding template C t (i). The 395 likelihood of the particle is then estimated as 396 given in Eqn. (21 tracking, and on-track accuracy for goodness of track.
459
Define tracking errors as: e x (t) = g x (t)−x(t) , e y (t) = 460 g y (t) − y(t) , where e x (t), e y (t), g x (t), g y (t) are the 461 errors in x, y and ground truth in x, y at time t 462 respectively.
467 H x (t), H y (t) are the ground truth target size at time 468 t. In this work, ground truth on the target center is 469 manually annotated, the target size is assumed to as 470 those of the first frame (this may not be applicable to 471 frames with a large change in target size). 
Results and discussion
473
We compared our method with the current state-474 of-the-art algorithm, the incremental PCA (IPCA) 475 method by David et al [34] . Our results are shown 476 in red and the IPCA in green from Figures 9 to 15. 477 In PLUSH TOY SYLV sequences shown in Figure 478 9,the IPCA failed to recover tracking from frame #609 479 when it locked onto the background, which looks 480 more similar to the upright SYLV. Fast poses changes 481 around frame #609 caused the IPCA eigenbases non-482 representative as shown in Figure 4 .
483
Similarly, in Figure 10 , the IPCA failed to follow 484 through when target underwent a fast motion towards 485 the frame #1351. This shortcoming of the IPCA is 486 better reflected in Soccer Sequences of PETS2003. the 487 IPCA started to drift off from frame #628 shown in 488 Figure 11 when the player moved his legs fast, and 489 lost track shortly. In the same sequence in Figure 12 , 490 the IPCA found it hard to track the opposite team 491 players who wore dark clothes after a short occlusion 492 at frame #285.
493
In Figure 13 , Dudek Face sequences, both methods 494 perform well despite of his rich facial expressions, 495 which have more effects on our covariance descriptor. 496 In the more stable vehicle sequence from PETS2001 497 in Figure 14 , again both methods could track well. 498 Figure 15 shows an example of a car sequence, in 499 which our method did not perform satisfactorily. Our 500 method locked onto the background whereas the 501 IPCA showed robustness to the illumination changes. 502 The possible explanation is that our template dynam-503 ics was unable to account for this dramatic and non-504 smooth transition of the template when the car went 505 into a shadowed region. Also, a closer look showed 506 that the IPCA eigenbasis looked similar to the target 507 template in shadows.
508
The overall tracking performance on the test cases 509 is summarized in Figure 8 . Note that images se-510 quences of Sylv, PETS2001 and soccer player 4 511 have targets out of the images, this explained the 512 small track duration performance. Nevertheless, our 513 method shown in red generally had longer track 514 length. On the hand, given frames that were on 515 cer sequences, the track goodness was comparable.
519
The video sequences may be found on the website, slightly less precise than the IPCA shown in Figure   539 10, which our method did not match to pixel accuracy.
540
Figure15, our method lost track when the vehicle 541 entered the shadowed region, because the both gra-542 dients and intensity changed significantly and for an 543 interval.
544
Although our method was slightly not as precise 545 in the stable cases, it gain much more flexibility in 546 the non-stable tracking scenarios. In the cases of non-547 rigid or fast motion of targets, mis-alignment in the 548 posterior estimate (the new template sample to add 549 to the eigen space in the IPCA) and eigenbases may 550 accumulate over a short interval and consequently 551 render eigenbases non-representative at all. This in-552 evitably leads to loss in tracking. Our method could 553 deal with these scenarios a lot better for two rea-554 sons. Firstly, the template descriptor did not require 555 pixel-wise alignment and is robust to mis-alignment. 556 Secondly, the generative process could accommodate 557 multiple hypothesis of the template on the covariance 558 Riemannian manifold, and it automatically selects the 559 better hypothesis as the target template evolves as 560 shown in Figure 6 .
561
However, there are some limitations in our algo-562 rithm. One of them is to the need to careful choose a 563 suitable region for tracking. Since we used the pub-564 lished features such as intensity and gradients, and 565 second order gradients for covariance, these features 566 are sensitive to specular effects, dark shadows as 567 shown in Figure 15 . It is also important to choose 568 a target region with fairly good gradients varia- 
605
In order to improve the goodness of track, a more 606 discriminative target descriptor is to be explored. . Tracking results on car sequences, frame #1, 132, 150, 168, 184, 227, Green: IPCA, Red: our results. The IPCA performed better, was robust to illumination changes, but our method mainly used template gradients, which changed dramatically due to shadow and lack of reflection of the car plate. At frame #227, the arrow sign might look too similar to the target in gradients.
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